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Бесплатная загрузка Sony Cyber-Shot DSC-HX300 PDF Руководство пользователя, Руководство пользователя, Инструкции, Sony Cyber-Shot DSC-HX300 Владелец Manual.Sony Cyber-Shot DSC-HX300 мост камера может похвастаться невероятным 50x (24-1200mm) Карл Зейс Варио-Соннар оптический
зум-объектив охватывает широкий спектр возможностей съемки. Улучшенная оптическая стабилизация изображения Steady Shot уменьшает встряхивание и размытие путем противодействия движениям камеры, что приводит к более легкой композиции и более четким фотографиям, даже при
высоких настройках масштабирования. HX300 имеет 20,4 МП Exmor R CMOS датчик использует уникальную технологию подсветки, удвоение чувствительности к свету, чтобы уменьшить шум, так что вы можете захватить невероятно четкие, четкие изображения даже в тусклых условиях. Другие
основные моменты включают 3,0-дюймовый 921k-точка наклонного LCD-экрана, высокая скорость AF, 1920x1080/60p Full HD видео, 10fps высокоскоростной выстрел, ручное управление экспозицией, Superior Auto Mode, Интеллектуальный Sweep Панорама и изображение / Эффект красоты. Sony
Cyber-shot DSC-HX300 Key Features:50x (24mm-1200mm) optical zoom lens100x Clear Image digital zoom20.4-megapixels Exmor R CMOS sensorBIONZ Image ProcessorOptical Steady Shot stabilization with 3-way Active ModeISO up to 128003.0-inch 921k dot Tiltable Xtra Fine LCD screen1920x1080/60p Full HD
Movie Shooting capability with Optical SteadyShot Active ModeCapture up to 10 frames per second at full resolutionP/A/S/M modesEnhanced Superior AutoAdvanced FlashIntelligent Sweep Panorama 360Background DefocusPicture and Beauty EffectsSony Cyber-shot DSC-HX300 PDF User Manual / Owner's Manual /
User Guide offers information and instructions how to operate the Cyber-shot DSC-HX300, include Quick Start Guide, Basic Operations, Advanced Guide, Menu Functions, Custom Settings, Troubleshooting &amp; Specifications of Sony Cyber-shot DSC-HX300. Бесплатная загрузка Sony Cyber-Shot DSC-HX300
Руководство пользователя, Руководство пользователя, Руководство владельца, Инструкции по эксплуатации в файле PDF: Sony Cyber-Shot DSC-HX300 Руководство владельца (PDF) - Основное руководство пользователя, Английский, Deutsch, Франсе, Испанский, Португуас, Итальяно, Нидерланды,
Свенска, Суоми, Нонск, Данск, Зештина, Слоувенчина, Магьяр, Романе, хрватски, ΕλληνικάSony Cyber-shot DSC-HX300 User Guide (PDF) - Cyber-shot User Guide (Advanced User Guide, углубленные инструкции), EnglishSony Cyber-shot DSC-HX300 German User Guide - Cyber-shot User Guide (Advanced
User Guide, In-depth Instructions), Онлайн Содержимое, DeutschSony Cyber-shot DSC-HX300 Французский руководство пользователя (PDF) - Cyber-Shot Руководство пользователя (Расширенный Руководство пользователя, Углубленные инструкции), ФрансеСони Cyber-shot DSC-HX300 Испанский
Руководство для пользователей (PDF) - Cyber-Shot Руководство пользователя User Guide, In-depth instructions), Espa'olSony Cyber-shot DSC-HX300 Portuguese User Guide - Cyber-Shot User Guide (Advanced User Guide, In-depth Instructions), Online Content, Portugu'sSony Cyber-Shot DSC-HX300 Italian
User Guide - Cyber-Shot Cyber Shot-Shot In-depth instructions), Online Content, ItalianoSony Cyber-Shot DSC-HX300 Dutch User Guide - Cyber-Shot User Guide (Advanced User Guide, In-depth instructions), Online Content, NederlandsSony Cyber-shot DSC-HX300 Swedish Custom Guide - Cyber-Shot User Guide
(Advanced User Guide, In-depth Instructions), Online Content, SvenskaSony Cyber-Shot DSC-HX300 Finnish User Guide - Cyber-Shot User Guide (Advanced User Guide, In-Depth SuomiSony Cyber-Shot DSC-HX300 Norwegian User Guide In-depth instructions), Online Content, NorskSony Cyber-Shot DSC-HX300
Danish User Guide - Cyber-Shot User Guide (Advanced User Guide, In-Depth Instructions), Online Content, DanskSony Cyber-Shot DSC-HX300 Russian User Online Content, Video-Scum DSC-HX300 Croatian User Guide - Cyber-Shot User Guide (Advanced User Guide, In-depth Instructions), Online Content,
hrvatskiSony Cyber-Shot DSC-HX300 Korean User Guide (PDF) -Basic User Guide, 한국어Sony Cyber-Shot DSC-HX300 , In-depth instructions), Internet content, 한국어If you need a Sony Cyber-Shot DSC-HX300 PDF User Guide / Guide to Learning / Owner's Guide in other languages, please feel free to leave your
comments at the bottom of this page. An amazing team of students from our educational program made this wiki. Before trying to diagnose the problem alone, there is a built-in diagnostic setting on camera. Click? in the bottom right corner of the camera next to the menu button. Go and select Self-Diagnosis Indicators.
There will be error codes that relate to the device and cause a malfunction in the camera. Possible diagnosis of why the camera will not have power and instructions for repair. If the camera doesn't turn on, it may just have a dead battery or the battery can't be inserted properly. Sometimes, after inserting the battery into
the camera, it can take a few minutes for the camera to turn on. Make sure the battery is inserted correctly. The battery will run out on its own, even if it is in use. Charge the battery before use. Make sure the battery type is compatible. Power can be turned off automatically to protect the camera depending on the camera
and battery temperature. In this case, the message appears on the screen before the power is turned off. If the camera is not in use for a certain period of time while it is on and Power Save is installed on Standard or Max and the camera automatically shuts down to prevent battery from being worn. Turn on the camera
again. If the battery does not hold the charge as long as it uses to then the battery should be replaced. There is a guide located here that goes over how Battery. If there is no obvious damage to the lcd screen, it is possible that the display is bad and needs to be replaced. A quick way to diagnose if the display screen
needs to be replaced: Make sure the camera is on, the ON/OFF button should be illuminated with green light. Click the Finder/LCD button next to the ON/OFF button. This will switch between the LCD screen and the view search. If the screen is still black, it is likely that your LCD screen should be replaced. Here is a
repair guide that disassembles the LCD screen and the circuit board. Here is a replacement guide that demonstrates how to replace View Finder. A possible diagnosis is why the camera may have charging questions and repair instructions. Is the charger connected to the wall? Do you know if this outlet has the power
going to it? Is the charging cable properly connected to the camera? The ON/OFF button should flash orange while charging. Once the battery is fully charged, the ON/OFF button should stop blinking. Try plugging the camera directly into your computer's USB port while the battery is inserted into the camera. If the



ON/OF button flashes orange light, the camera is charged. If the ON/OFF button does not blink, the battery must be replaced. If the ON/OFF button flashes while you're connecting to your computer's USB port, the charger is broken and needs to be replaced. Problems such as the camera do not seem to realize that the
charger has been inserted is a problem for some users. It has been reported that even with a few different chargers, the camera still does not connect to the charger, so allows the battery to recharge. This issue can be caused by damage to users who have reported a problem or build problems while making the product.
There is a replacement guide located here that walks through how to replace the HDMI/USB port. There is also a replacement guide on how to replace the motherboard located here. If the charge indicator is wrong, it is caused when the camera is used in a very hot or cold place. Battery capacity decreases over time
and through reuse. If the reduction in usage time between charges becomes significant, it's probably time to replace it with a new one. Make sure the battery type is compatible. The camera power/charge lamp blinks infrequently when using a battery that has not been used for a long time. In such cases, remove the
battery from the camera and re-insert it. This occurs when the battery is charged in a very hot or cold place. Charge the battery within the proper charging temperature range of 10 to 30 degrees Celsius (50 to 86 degrees Fahrenheit). Possible diagnosis of why the camera lens can increase and repair instructions. When
the zoom zoom is activated While the camera is on and the lens can't zoom in. This may mean that the scaling lever can be broken and needs to be replaced. If there is a sound grinding while the lens is scaling, it could be a sign that the engine that controls the movement of the lens on its output and needs to be
replaced. Optical zoom in Sweep Panorama mode cannot be used. The camera won't allow you to increase features other than optical zoom when: Background Defocus, Backlight Correction HDR or Advanced Sports Shooting mode selected in the SelectionThe Smile Shutter scene works. Self-Portrait is set on Self-
Portrait of One Man or Self-Portrait of Two People. Possible diagnosis is why the flash chamber is not functioning properly and the instructions for repair. If there is no obvious damage to the pop-up flash that would prevent its correct function, but the flash opens when the flash icon button is suppressed, the light may
need to be replaced. When the flash button is suppressed and the flash does not open, given that there are no obvious obstacles that would prevent its proper function, either the flash button is broken or the loops for the flash can be broken. Particles (dust, pollen, etc.) in the air reflected a flash of light and appeared in
the image. It's not a malfunction. The flash cannot be used when choosing Burst mode. (Details) Anti Motion Blur, Night Scene, Hand-held Twilight, High Sensitivity, Fireworks or AdvancedSports Shooting are selected in Scene SelectionShooting mode in Sweep Panorama Shooting mode in the movie Set Flash to On
mode when the scene selection mode is set in Landscape mode, Gurman Possible diagnosis, why the external buttons of the camera will not respond and instructions for repair. Are there any visible obstacles that would prevent the buttons from working properly? If the navigation buttons themselves are not clearly
damaged, they may have to be replaced. A possible diagnosis of why the camera flash is not functioning properly may have a frozen or unresponsive screen and repair instructions. The battery may need to be charged. Look at the top left corner of the screen to see if the battery icon indicates that the battery is low. If the
battery is low, turn off the camera and charge the battery. Try restarting the camera by holding the ON/OFF button until the camera is off as soon as the camera presses the ON/OFF button again to restart the camera. If the problem persists, the screen may need to be replaced. Replace.
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